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• inference: conserve truth from premises to 
conclusion

• find patterns that do this
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Monotonicity

• Upward: weaker (less specific) predicates 
can be substituted for stronger ones 

• Downward: stronger predicates can be 
substituted for weaker ones
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Examples: inclusion 
relations between terms
• Fido is a dog.➝ Fido is an animal. 

• Joan is walking in a beautiful garden.➝ Joan is walking in a garden.

• Mary hopped.➝ Mary moved. 

All terms ‘on their own’ are upwards monotone

• ?? She assaulted me verbally ➝ She assaulted me. 
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Effect of operators

• Jane didn’t eat an apple.➝ Jane didn’t eat a small apple.

• Mary didn’t moved.➝ Mary didn’t move fast.

Operators can make the expression as a whole downward monotone, the 
obvious example is negation but it is not the only one
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More operators

• It's safe to drive fast in Des Moines.➝ It's safe to drive in Des Moines.

• It's dangerous to drive in Rome. ➝ It's dangerous to drive fast in Rome.

Chris Kennedy

Needs assumptions about the relation between “driving” and ‘driving 
fast’ that might not hold generally e.g. when pursued by a not too well 
aiming but ill intentioned enemy. 
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• an inclusion relation and an ‘environment’, a 
function applied to the entities that are in the 
inclusion relation

A function is upward monotone iff X ⊆ Y , then Q(X) entails Q(Y). 

A function is downward monotone iff Y ⊆ X , then Q(X) entails Q(Y).
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Quantifiers

• All, Some, No

• Everything, nothing, three books, the ten professors, John, John and 
Mary, only John, firemen, every, at least five, most, all but ten, less than 
half of the, John's, some student's, no _ except Mary, more male than 
female, usually, never, each other.
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Monotonicity in 
quantifiers

• Left and right argument: Q AB

• [[Every]Q [brave student]A]NP [[came to Boulder]B]VP

• Relations between sets of individuals — second-
order relations.
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Monotonicity
A determiner D can be downward monotone with 
respect to its left argument (A) or its right argument (B). 

• It is left downward monotone (or left monotone decreasing or antipersistent) if a true 
sentence of the form [S [NP D CN] VP] entails the truth of [S [NP D CN'] VP] where CN' 
denotes a subset of the set denoted by CN. EXAMPLE: the D at most two is left 
downward monotone:

(i)  If at most two animals walked, then at most two dogs walked.

• A determiner is right downward monotone (or right monotone decreasing) if a true 
sentence of the form [S [NP D CN] VP] entails the truth of [S [NP D CN] VP'] where VP' 
denotes a subset of the set denoted by VP. EXAMPLE: the D at most two is also right 
downward monotone:

(ii) If at most two dogs walked, then at most two dogs walked in the garden.
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Monotonicity
A determiner D can be upward monotone with respect 
to its left argument (A) or its right argument (B). 

• It is left upward monotone (or left monotone increasing or persistent) if a true sentence 
of the form [S [NP D CN] VP] entails the truth of [S [NP D CN'] VP] where CN denotes a 
subset of the set denoted by CN’. EXAMPLE: the D at most two is left downward 
monotone:

(i)  If at least two dogs walked, then at least two animals walked.

• A determiner is right upward monotone (or right monotone increasing) if a true 
sentence of the form [S [NP D CN] VP] entails the truth of [S [NP D CN] VP'] where VP 
denotes a subset of the set denoted by VP’. EXAMPLE: the D at most two is also right 
downward monotone:

(ii) If at least two dogs walked in the garden, then at least two dogs walked.
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• If a determiner D is right downward monotone, then the generalized 
quantifier D(A) is often called downward monotone or monotone 
decreasing. The opposite of downward monotonicity is upward 
monotonicity.

• Generalized quantifiers: not only ‘some’, ‘every’, ‘no’ but also ‘many’, 
‘more than three’, etc. 
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Monotonicity  

Quant(P,Q)  P ⊆ R
----------------------- Quant(↑,-)
Quant(R,Q)

Quant(P,Q)  P ⊆ R
----------------------- Quant(-,↑)
Quant (P,R)

Quant(P,Q)  R ⊆ P
----------------------- Quant(↓,-)
Quant (R,Q)

Quant(P,Q)  R ⊆ Q
----------------------- Quant(-,↓)
Quant (P,R)

Upward monotone
first argument second argument

Downward monotone
first argument second argument

Some donkeys run
Some animals run

Some donkeys run
Some donkeys move

All animals run
All donkeys run

No animals move
No animals run
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• Generalized quantifiers are relations between 
sets, the NP VP structure of the sentences 
obscures this. Aristotle seems to have seen 
the right structure but later things became 
more confused until Frege made the structure 
more explicit. He gave up on the linguistic 
structure. How do we keep both? 
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• If we want to think about the denotation of the 
NP, it is a set of sets. e.g. at least five students 
denotes the set of subsets in the universe of 
discourse which contain at least five students. 
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Monotonicity marking for quantifiers

• All, every 

• Some 

• Not all

• No

• Most

• At least three 

• Less than half

• Many

• A few

• the n N’ (e.g., the one student, the two girls)

• few N’ (e.g., few students) 

• at most n N’ (e.g., at most five books)

• Mary

• half of the N’s (e.g. half of the apples)

• many N’ (e.g., many students)

• exactly n N’s (e.g. exactly two elephants)

• neither N’ (e.g. neither girl)
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Monotonicity marking for quantifiers

• All, every ↓ MON ↑

• Some ↑ MON ↑

• Not all ↑ MON ↓

• No ↓ MON ↓

• Most ∼ MON ↑

• At least three ↑ MON ↑

• Less than half: - MON  ↓

• Many: - MON -

• A few: ↑ MON ↑

• the n N’ (e.g., the one student, the two girls) - MON↑

• few N’ (e.g., few students) - MON↑

• at most n N’ (e.g., at most five books): ↓MON ↓

• Mary; ↑ MON ↑

• half of the N’s (e.g. half of the apples): - MON ↑

• many N’ (e.g., many students): - MON -

• exactly n N’s (e.g. exactly two elephants): - MON -

• neither N’ (e.g. neither girl) : ↓ MON ↓
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Lexical NPs and NPs built from simple determiners are always monotone, and 
usually upward entailing (Keenan and Westerståhl 1997).
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Psychology and logic
All the tenors have the flu.
All the tenors are sick.

More than half of the tenors have the flu.
More than half of the tenors are sick.

Obvious inferences. From a strictly logical point of view this is quite remarkable. On the one hand, it is a familiar 
fact that first-order logic cannot capture the meaning of the determiner ‘more than half’ (Barwise and Cooper 
1981); a more powerful logic is needed for that. On the other hand, to the extent that it is decidable at all, first-
order logic is known to computationally intractable, and therefore a more powerful logic can only be worse. So 
how do we humans manage to see that arguments like (the one above) are valid? 

The answer is fairly obvious: by trading completeness for efficiency. The inference strategies we employ cannot 
fail to be radically incomplete, but at least they are reasonably efficient.

One of the reasons why monotonicity inferences are important to us is that they are highly efficient. 

... a system for producing monotonicity inferences can be very simple, because it requires only a shallow 
understanding of the representations it operates on... such a system would merely need to know that having the 
flu entails being sick and that ‘more than half’ is upward entailing; the exact meaning of ‘more than half’ is 
immaterial.

Bart Geurts and Frans van der Slik 107
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Monotonicity and Processing Load
BART GEURTS AND FRANS VAN DER SLIK
University of Nijmegen

Starting out from the assumption that monotonicity plays a central role in 
interpretation and inference, we derive a number of predictions about the 
complexity of processing quantified sentences. A quantifier may be 
upward entailing (i.e. license inferences from subsets to supersets) or 
downward entailing (i.e. license inferences from supersets to subsets). 
Our main predictions are the following:
-- If the monotonicity profiles of two quantifying expressions are the same, 
they should be equally easy or hard to process, ceteris paribus.
-- Sentences containing both upward and downward entailing quantifiers 
are more difficult than sentences with upward entailing quantifiers only.
-- Downward-entailing quantifiers built from cardinals, like ‘at most three’, 
are more difficult than others.
-- Inferences from subsets to supersets are easier than inferences in the 
opposite direction.
We present experimental evidence confirming these predictions.
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a. At least three hunters shot ↑[more than five [[colleagues]]. 
b. At least three hunters shot ↑[fewer than five [[colleagues]]. 
c. At most three hunters shot ↓[more than five [[colleagues]]. 
d. At most three hunters shot ↓[fewer than five [[colleagues]].

The syntactic structure of each of these sentences is same: ‘Det1 hunters shot Det2 
colleagues’. Semantically, however, they are rather different. In the first two sentences 
the object position is upward entailing, because the subject position is occupied by an 
upward entailing quantifier. In (a) the object NP is upward entailing, as well, and 
therefore the position occupied by the noun ‘colleagues’ is upward entailing, too. In (b), 
by contrast, the object NP is downward entailing, and the noun position follows suit. In 
(c,d) the subject quantifier makes the object position downward entailing. In 
combination with an upward entailing object, this makes the position of the noun 
downward entailing, (c); when combined with a downward entailing quantifier, the 
same position is upward entailing, (d).
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• ↑DetA ↑DetB < ↓DetA ↓DetB < ↑DetA↓DetB,↓DetA ↑DetB

• ‘at most n’, ‘fewer than n’ are difficult to process because they have an 
upward monotone part, the cardinal number but are downward monotone

• Experiment

MAJOR PREMISE: DetA A played against DetB B. 
MINOR PREMISE: 

EITHER: All B were C
OR: All C were B. 

    CONCLUSION: DetA A played against DetB C.

Different conditions use different quantifiers

All students beat more than ten professors in the ping-pong game.  
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DetA DetB Minor % DetA DetB Minor %
every more than all BC 91 most more than all BC 91

all CB 69 all CB 67

fewer than all BC 71 fewer than all BC 62

all CB 58 all CB 60

at least more than all BC 96 some more than all BC 87

all CB 69 all CB 67

fewer than all BC 53 fewer than all BC 60

all CB 51 all CB 62

at most more than all BC 51 no more than all BC 69

all CB 38 all CB 53

fewer than all BC 36 fewer than all CB 73

all CB 49 all CB 64
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